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                                                                                                     Dated:-15-12-11 
 
Dear friends 
 
Its all about our meeting with the T.Secr on Friday when we met him in 
Secretariat regarding our fixations and other problems.As per his views he 
asked us to have discussion with the committee (Director , OSD  and Rakesh  
Goyal) and assured us to have  a talk with him after the discussion on all 
points.We discussed all things with them in details .Their  main emphasis is that 
all the problems will be solved if PB-IV order are released unconditionally upto 
1.9.2006 only .We insist them to get the fixations of all the lecturers and Sr. 
lecturers in the sixth pay scales in their corresponding pay scales at present and 
then  to have the rest of the work later on.Also that all the incumbents shall be 
granted PB-IV till the date of issuance of AICTE guidelines in this regards. 
As per the latest developments regarding our discussions held with our officers 
we discussed the matters in details but as per our talks and the matters prepared 
by them following observations had been indexed as:- 
Fixations of Sr. Lecturers  in the Sixth pay scales(Their suggestion was that it 
requires the rules to be amended).means it will take another  laps of months 
years or………almost 120 Sr. lecturers will have to wait for their primary 
needs. 
The matter of CAS after 2006 awarded Sr. or Selection till today(Their 
suggestion is that we will move a notesheet regarding that to Finance…)means 
their intentions are not good for the lecturers for granting CAS benefit after 
1.9.2006.means almost 200 Lecturers and Sr. Lecturers will be suffered by 
this..So they will not be given PB-IV at presently. 
Their main Aim of sitting here in Secretariat is that the PB-IV orders shall be 
immediately issued to grant to those who have completed three years till 2006 
and for the HOD’s only 40% Arrear pending shall be cleared for those who are 
already fixed in PB-IV or will be fixed soon . 
Tomorrow we will sit for the final discussion with them in presence of T.Secr 
and hope we will stand with all the matters solved.But if any thing goes wrong I 
request all of you to be prepared your self to come to jaipur on Monday with a 
strong will and desire to fight the system. 
 
 
Thanks  for your continues support 
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